ideas for applique

Embellishing Backgrounds and Appliqués
Foils

Applying the glue

Foils are thin layers of metallic plastic that have
been attached to cellophane. They come in
a range of beautiful colours, both plain and
multicoloured.

This can be done in a number of ways.

22 Use a clear-drying flexible glue (Jones Tones
Plexi Glue or similar) to draw a design directly
onto the fabric.

They can be used at any stage of a project—on the
background fabric, on the appliqués either before
or after they are attached, or as one of the last
processes to enhance the design before quilting.

22 Use a paintbrush or foam roller to put the glue
onto a rubber stamp or wooden block, then
stamp onto the fabric. This does not always
transfer perfectly but gives lovely effects.

Glue is applied to the background fabric or the
appliqué, allowed to dry and then the foil is ironed
on.

22 Pour a small amount of glue into a shallow
container. Use a toothbrush, comb or sponge
to ‘draw’ on the fabric.

22 Use a bonding powder (such as Audrey’s Bond)
to sprinkle glue spots on the fabric.
Allow the glue to dry completely (it turns clear).
Lay the sheet of foil, colour side up over the dried
glue, cover it with baking paper or an appliqué
mat and use a fairly hot iron with reasonable
pressure. Leave it to cool, then peel away the
backing sheet. The foil should have adhered to
the fabric over the glued design. There will still
be coloured foil left on the sheet and this can
be reused until all the colour has gone. It is also
possible to iron more colours over the first one.
You can also cut shapes from fusible web and fuse
them in position on the fabric, remove the backing
paper from the fusible web and apply the foil
over your shape as above. This will give you solid
foil colours. Another idea is to stitch the fabric
with fusible thread (such as Superior Threads’
Charlotte’s Fusible Web). Use straight stitch, zigzag
or other decorative stitches. Place the foil over the
top and iron it on following the glue instructions
above.

Top—foil applied over sprinkled bonding powder.
Centre—glue painted on a wooden block, stamped
and foil applied.
Bottom—foil over a Vliesofixed shape
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Iris Variations detail. Foil applied to background fabric with appliquéd and quilted flowers over it.

Angelina fibre
Angelina fibre is a very fine, super soft, decorative
polyester fibre. There are two types heat-bondable
(Hot Fix Angelina) and standard.
Heat-bondable Angelina will only bond to itself.
It is very soft to the touch and gives a lovely
sparkling effect when added to other fibres. It is
washable and dries very quickly.
Place a small amount of fibre between two pieces
of baking paper and with your iron on the ‘silk’
setting move it gently back and forth to fuse the
fibres together. The result will be a beautiful, fine
non-woven fabric. The fibres should bond quite
quickly so check their progress frequently. If the
fibres do not bond they may need a little more
pressing or maybe a slightly hotter iron. Too much
pressing or heat will dull the sparkle so take it
slowly. Using a hotter iron will also change some of
the colours. Experiment!

Angelina fibre
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You can use just a little of the fibre and make a
web-like fabric, or use a lot and make something
quite dense and firm. The fibres can be laid down
in any direction, straight or swirled. Try blending
different colours as well. Pieces of thread, glitter,
sequins or standard Angelina can be trapped
between the fibres before they are ironed. Often
there will be lots of loose fibres left on the outer
edges, so if you want a straight edge to the
‘fabric’, simply turn the loose fibres under and
bond again.

Standard Angelina fibres must be placed between
hot fix fibres as they will not bond to themselves.
They can be used to add a different texture and/
or colour to the hot fix ‘fabric’, as a fine layer
between two hot fix layers, or mixed and muddled
with the hot fix fibres. They also work well trapped
in silk ‘paper’, giving it sparkle.

Dragon wings made from Angelina fibre.
Angelina ‘fabric’ must be stitched or glued to the
background fabric. Treat it as another fabric and
cut appliqués from it. These can be put on using
Vliesofix, or machined on directly. Cut edges will
not fray.

Angelina fibre used as appliqué fabric.

Paintstiks
Paintstiks are made from pigment, oil and wax
and look like large crayons wrapped in cardboard
tubes. Shiva Paintstiks and Markal Paintstiks are the
same product under different names. They come in
many colours, including an iridescent range.

These hot fix fibres can also be moulded over
something like thick lace, a wooden print block or
a metal grid. To do this place baking paper over
the textured surface, then the Angelina fibres, a
second piece of baking paper on top, and iron
firmly. You will need to make a fairly solid fabric to
get a good impression. Being careful not to move
the fibres, you can check if the impression is clear
and press again if necessary.

Paintstiks are self-healing, so that a skin forms over
the crayon when it is not in use. This skin must
be peeled away to use the Paintstik. Pinch off the
skin using a paper towel, or use a sharp knife. The
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colour is permanent so take care not to get it on
your clothes. The skin keeps the Paintstik from
drying out and so they will keep for years.

Leave the work for at least three or four days to dry
completely. It is usually touch-dry in 24 hours but
it needs to cure. Then the Paintstik colour needs
to be heat set. First cover your ironing surface with
greaseproof paper to protect it from the oils in the
paint. Place your fabric on the paper paint-side
down. Set the iron at a temperature appropriate
to the fabric. Press (don’t iron) each section of
the fabric for 10 to 15 seconds. This will make the
colour permanent.

Being used like a crayon, they are easily applied
directly to fabric. You can add layers of different
colour as you go.
Paintstiks can be used over a rubbing plate or
metal mesh to give different textures. A selection
of rubbing plates, from leaves and flowers to
geometric designs, is available from Paintstik
suppliers. Paintstiks are also good for stencilling.
It is best to tape the fabric firmly to your work
area when stencilling or using a rubbing plate,
otherwise you will not get a clear image.

Fabrics decorated with Paintstik colours are
washable in cold water. Do not dry clean as this will
break down the paint.

Gold Amongst the Mountain Ash detail. Paintstiks used to embellish the birds
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Party Prawns but who invited the Crab? Paintstiks used to embellish the background.

Chroma Coal Pastels

Fabric paints

Chroma Coal heat-fixable pastels can be used
on any fabric that will stand being ironed on the
cotton setting to set them. They are easy to use
and the lighter colours will give a lovely blush of
colour to a background.

There are many brands of fabric paint to choose
from. One of the easiest to use is Setacolour. Paint
it on, let it dry and then heat-set it with an iron
following the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Moon Shadow Mist Sprays

Wet the fabric and squeeze it out before putting it
in the dye bath. Let it soak in the tea solution for
10–15 minutes. It will dry a lighter colour than it
seems when wet so it may need a longer time.

Moon Shadow Mist Sprays are an ‘olde worlde
walnut ink’ formula in beautiful colours. They come
as a powder to which you just add hot water the
first time you use them. Instructions come with the
product. They are intended for books and mixed
media but also work well with fabric.

To dye with coffee, use a heaped teaspoon of
granules per cup of hot water. For a darker colour
use more coffee or let the fabric soak for a longer
time.
When you have the desired colour, squeeze out
the fabric and rinse it in tap water. Line-dry it or
put it in the dryer with an old towel as some of the
colour may come out.

Aquarelle and Derwent Inktense pencils
To achieve a colour-wash effect with these pencils,
wet the fabric before applying the colour. For
sharper lines, dip just the tips of the pencils in
water (do not soak the wood or the pencil will
become soggy and break) and draw on dry fabric.
For something between the two, use the pencils
dry, directly on the fabric, then use a small wet
paint brush to spread the colour a little. If you want
to wash the project, paint over the pencilled areas
with a thin layer of Jo Sonja’s Textile Medium.

Moon Shadow Mist Spray examples:
Top—all over;
Centre and bottom—over stencils.

Tea-dyeing

Stamps and stencils

If a fabric is not quite the colour you need, overdyeing with tea or coffee may be the answer. It is
best for small quantities of fabric. Different teas will
give different colours, ranging from pale old gold
through to almost pink shades with some herbal
fruit teas. Coffee gives a richer brown colour.

Stamps and stencils are very useful for creating
backgrounds for appliqués. Wooden stamps
are excellent for using with foil. Paint glue onto
the stamp, stamp the fabric, allow it to dry, then
apply the foil (see page 92). There are also lovely
designs in rubber and foam stamps that can be
used in the same way. Angelina fibre can be used
over wooden stamps to give beautiful textured
impressions (see page 92).

To dye with tea, use two tea bags per cup of water.
For a more intense colour use more tea bags or
allow the brew to steep longer. Place the tea bags
in a container large enough to hold the fabric,
pour boiling water over them and allow the tea to
brew for 8–10 minutes.

Stencils come in plastic or heavy card. Many can
be found with supplies for scrap-booking and
paperwork. They can be used with sprays, fabric
paint or any other appropriate fabric colour.
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Rhinestones and goggle-eyes bring creatures to life

Rhinestones, goggle-eyes and trinkets

has different sizes of tips for the different sizes of
rhinestones.

Rhinestones come in many sizes and colours. They
bring life to birds and creatures when they are
used as eyes, and can add a bit of glitz in many
projects. Goggle-eyes are excellent for novelty
projects, but do not use them on quilts for very
small children.

Other rhinestones and the goggle-eyes do not
have glue already on them. They can be attached
with Helmar Gemstone glue, You Can Wash It craft
glue or something similar that will dry clear. Use
a toothpick and put the glue on the fabric where
you want the rhinestone. It is easy to pick up the
rhinestone with a tiny amount of glue on the other
end of the toothpick. You need enough glue on

Some rhinestones have glue already on them (the
hot-fix variety) and are attached with a hot-fix
wand that can be purchased for this purpose. It
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the fabric that it will just come up the side of the
stone slightly to hold it firmly in place. Leave it to
dry thoroughly.

Little trinkets often add a sparkle. These usually
have a small hole somewhere and can be stitched
on by hand after the quilting has been completed.

Mythical Beasts Weave Magical Stories details. Trinkets and buttons embellish trees.
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Real flowers fabric
Using real flowers is a fun way to decorate a fabric
project that will not be washed and is not meant to
last indefinitely. It could be used as a decoration or
for an Artist Trading Card. The same technique can
be used on paper with or without the stitching.

You will need:

22 Fresh flowers
22 Fusible Web 606 spray adhesive (or Vliesofix)
22 Iron-on stabiliser

Choose flowers with petals that are reasonably soft
and will lie flat. Some flowers such as daisies can
be pulled apart.

22 Background fabric (or paper)

Hydrangea, rose, poppy, marigold petals and callistemon flowers fused to fabric.
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Method 1

Arrange the flowers or petals on the sprayed
surface. Spray again so that the flowers are
trapped between the layers of adhesive.

Fuse an iron-on stabiliser to the back of the fabric
before you begin if the flowers are to be stitched
over later.

Once the adhesive has dried thoroughly (allow
24 hours), you can embellish the flowers with
stitching.

Spray the right side of the fabric with Fusible
Web 606 spray adhesive. You will need to protect
the area around your work and work in a wellventilated space.

Method 2
If you cannot obtain the 606 spray, Vliesofix can
be used. This works well except that the Vliesofix
leaves a noticeable residue, especially on darker
fabrics. If you cut out the flowers and treat them as
appliqués this is not as obvious.
Back the background fabric with an iron-on
stabiliser so that you will not have Vliesofix sticking
to the ironing board later. You will not be able to
turn your work face-down to iron a backing onto it
once it is covered with Vliesofix!
Cut a piece of Vliesofix the size of the background
fabric and fuse it in place on the right side of
the fabric. Allow to cool, then remove the paper
backing.
Arrange the flowers or petals on the background
fabric and cover them with another piece of
Vliesofix. Fuse this in place, trapping the petals
underneath.
Allow to cool, then remove the paper backing.
Now you can embellish the flowers with stitching.
I have some sample pieces that are now over
two years old and although the colour has faded
somewhat they are still in good condition.

Hydrangea and marigold petals on fabric sprayed
with Moon Glow Mist.
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Making tassels

Use a craft knife to cut a rectangular hole in the
centre of the card. It should be twice the length of
the finished tassel and about 2.5 cm (1 in) wide.

Tassels can be made on the sewing machine. This
means that you can always have tassels of any size
that match the colours of your project.
You will need a piece of firm card approximately
6 x 12 cm (2 ½ x 5 in) and your chosen colour
machine thread. Rayons look lovely and mixing in a
metallic thread will give a bit of sparkle.

On the long sides, mark the centre of the hole
and about 1 cm (½ in) either side of that mark (see
diagram). This will be the head of the tassel.
Cut a small nick in the top of the card to hold the
ends of the thread.

2. A selection of tassels made with rayon and
metallic threads.

1. Broderie perse fans with tassels.
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1. The card

2. About 40 turns
of thread

3. Satin-stitch
half the threads
(leave long tails)

4. Turn and
satin-stitch the
second half of
the threads

5. Satin-stitch
over both lots of
threads (leave
long tails)

Making tassels

Anchor the end of the thread in one of the small
cuts and begin winding the thread around the
card. This can be a single thread, two or three
colours, or a colour and a metallic thread. Keep
the threads towards the centre of the card as you
will be stitching over them. If you are using more
than one thread, wind them together and use
fewer turns. Anchor the end of the thread.

Turn the card around, keeping the long beginning
threads out of the way, and zigzag-stitch over the
other half of the wound threads.
Turn the card again and now zigzag over all the
threads.
Pull out another 30 cm (12 in) of top and bobbin
threads and cut them off.

You will need about 40 turns of thread, depending
on how thick you want the tassel.

Snip across the threads at the top and bottom of
the card to release the tassel.

Thread the machine with the same colour thread
on top and in the bobbin and use the satin-stitch
setting.

Fold the tassel in half.
Wind one pair of the 30 cm (12 in) threads
clockwise and the other pair anti-clockwise around
the head of the tassel to form the neck.

Place the card under the machine. Pull out about
30 cm (12 in) of both the top and bobbin threads
and keep them out of the way of the stitching.

Tie the ends in a knot, then thread them into a
needle and bury them in the neck of the tassel.

Use a zigzag stitch that will cover half of the wound
threads and begin stitching from the first of the
marks in the centre of the card to the third mark.
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